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Oracle Financials Cloud

Sage Acmis Change Update

The Oracle Financials Cloud (OFC) has recently been updated with Oracle Procurement and the Oracle Real Estate Cloud. In this Digest, you’ll find some changes to Real Estate that you may want to review and update your expenses based on the following:

1. Oracle Procurement

In the Oracle Procurement tab, there are new change actions for expense types that may have recently been published. If you have a requisition that has been cancelled, or one that has already been processed, you may want to review these changes to ensure that any expenses associated with that requisition have been updated.

2. Oracle Real Estate Cloud

In the Oracle Real Estate Cloud tab, there are new change actions for expense types that may have recently been published. If you have a requisition that has been cancelled, or one that has already been processed, you may want to review these changes to ensure that any expenses associated with that requisition have been updated.

Getting Ready for Fiscal Close

Now is the time to finalize the budget planning process and position your fiscal strategy for the next year. Here’s what you need to know:

1. Oracle Procurement

In the Oracle Procurement tab, there are new change actions for expense types that may have recently been published. If you have a requisition that has been cancelled, or one that has already been processed, you may want to review these changes to ensure that any expenses associated with that requisition have been updated.

2. Oracle Real Estate Cloud

In the Oracle Real Estate Cloud tab, there are new change actions for expense types that may have recently been published. If you have a requisition that has been cancelled, or one that has already been processed, you may want to review these changes to ensure that any expenses associated with that requisition have been updated.

3. Oracle Financials Cloud

In the Oracle Financials Cloud tab, there are new change actions for expense types that may have recently been published. If you have a requisition that has been cancelled, or one that has already been processed, you may want to review these changes to ensure that any expenses associated with that requisition have been updated.

4. Oracle Financials Cloud

In the Oracle Financials Cloud tab, there are new change actions for expense types that may have recently been published. If you have a requisition that has been cancelled, or one that has already been processed, you may want to review these changes to ensure that any expenses associated with that requisition have been updated.

5. Oracle Financials Cloud

In the Oracle Financials Cloud tab, there are new change actions for expense types that may have recently been published. If you have a requisition that has been cancelled, or one that has already been processed, you may want to review these changes to ensure that any expenses associated with that requisition have been updated.

Continue following us on social media to stay up to date on the latest financial information and updates.
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